STEWARDS REPORT
ALICE SPRINGS TURF CLUB 19TH JUNE 2011
TRACK: GOOD
WEATHER: FINE
STEWARDS: D WESTOVER (CHAIRMAN) , M CAMPION, M HURLEY
DEPUTY STEWARDS: B LYSAGHT, P THORNTON
VETERINARIAN: M PRENDERGAST
SWABBING ATTENDANT: S HUBBARD
NUMBER OF RACES: 5
NUMBER OF RUNNERS: 43
STAKES PAID: $ 43,500
TROBIS PAID: $2,000 STATUE’S ANGEL
SCRATCHINGS: RACE 5; SINGLE COMMAND
RACE 1 BENCHMARK 74 HANDICAP 1200 METRES: On jumping BARSTOOL (K Manoukian), bumped
with EMPEROR OF THE SUN (P Johnson) on its outside.
Approaching the 600 metre, EMPEROR OF THE SUN had to steady slightly off the heels of CULLENARY
DELIGHT (T Gillett) which was shifting in.
GAP EXPRESS (C Johnson) raced wide rounding the home turn.
M Nyhan the trainer of LUCERNE VALE was fined $20 for the use of the club colours (NT121).
1ST LUCERNE VALE: J CAMERON
2ND CULLENARY DELIGHT: T GILLETT
3RD GAP EXPRESS: C JOHNSON
RACE 2 0-58 HANDICAP 1200 METRES: As the gates opened, WANNA WIN (K Manoukian) jumped
inwards bumping SAUCY WAVE (P Johnson).
COLEMAN (C Johnson) raced wide throughout the event.
Approaching the 100 metre, BLACK TUX (B Carlile) had to take hold and lost ground whilst attempting a
run in-between SNOOP (M Evans) on its inside which was rolling out and BROOKE’S BIZZO (C Spry)
which shifted in slightly.
On weighing in B Carlile the rider of the fourth place-getter BLACK TUX requested to view the Stewards
patrol footage down the length of the straight.
After viewing the patrol footage B Carlile lodged a protest against the second place-getter SNOOP (M
Evans) alleging interference over the final 100 metres.
After viewing the Stewards patrol footage and taking evidence from all parties’ concerned, stewards
dismissed the protest and ordered that all placing’s stand.
Stewards deemed that although there was a shift from SNOOP on B Carlile’s inside, the pressure she was
receiving between runners was also attributed to B Carlile riding forward trying to take a gap that was
closing.
M Evans (SNOOP) was issued with a severe reprimand for permitting his mount to shift out from about
the 120 metre when not sufficiently clear of BLACK TUX.

1ST BROOKE’S BIZZO: C SPRY
2ND SNOOP: M L EVANS
3RD COLEMAN: C JOHNSON
RACE 3 CLASS B HANDICAP 1200 METRES: As the gates opened NORTHERN EDITION (K Manoukian)
jumped awkwardly and commenced to run out for a short distance.
As the gates opened, SWINGWING (B Huppatz) jumped outwards and momentarily tightened FAYAZEE
(T Gillett) onto SERIOUS VALUE (M Evans).
DOUBLE ZED (M Hart) was inclined to lay out slightly rounding the home turn.
1ST SKYCONI: C MOON
2ND STATUE’S ANGEL: B CARLILE (A)
3RD NOTFORGIVEN: J CAMERON
RACE 4 0-63 HANDICAP HANDICAP 1200 METRES: SPINNING APPLE (J Cameron) was fractious in the
barriers and jumped away slowly.
As the gates opened, RAVEN READY (C Moon) jumped a little awkwardly momentarily unbalancing its
rider.
LISTEN UP (M Evans) was caught wide throughout the event.
About the 100 metre, RAVEN READY shifted in under pressure bumping CURRENCY TRADER (P Johnson).
P Johnson (CURRENCY TRADER) was reprimanded under AR.137A 5 (a)(i)(ii) for using his whip in a
forehand manner prior to the 100 metre mark on 8 occasions and 3 in consecutive strides.
P Johnson was reminded of his obligations to adhere to the rules in relation to his whip use prior to the
100 metres.
Subsequent to this event Stewards questioned J Cameron the rider of SPINNING APPLE as to its
disappointing performance. J Cameron stated that after being fractious in the barriers and after jumping
the gelding felt that it did not want to race at all after getting back.
1ST RAVEN READY: C MOON
2ND CURRENCY TRADER: P JOHNSON
3RD BLACK LOOT: M HART
RACE 5 0-69 HANDICAP 1400 METRES: As the gates opened, DIEU SOLEIL (J Cameron) jumped away
awkwardly and there after raced wide.
On jumping, JUST RORY (C Spry) and ROYAL BOND (B Carlile) bumped whilst TOWILME DUDE (B
Huppatz) began slowly.
ISHIEVER (C Moon) rolled in at about the 150 metre under pressure.
Subsequent to this event stewards ordered C Moon (ISHIEVER) forfeit his riding fee (AR.196( 2)) for using
his whip in the forehand manner prior to the 100 metres on 9 occasions, 4 more times than permitted
under AR.137A5(a)(ii).
1ST ISHIEVER: C MOON
2ND TOWILME DUDE: B HUPPATZ
3RD GOOD DECISION: T GILLETT

Post-race samples were taken from all winners.
Pre-race sample was taken from DIEU SOLEIL Race 5.
SUMMARY
Stewards today questioned licensed trainer April Cornell in regards to the incorrect ownership of SAUCY
WAVE prior to accepting with that runner for today’s meeting.
Ms. Cornell acknowledged that the transfer had not been completed, and advised that the relevant
paper work had been sent to her to complete the transfer some time ago but had still not arrived.
Ms. Cornell also acknowledged that the transfer had been completed after acceptance time after
Stewards made contact with in going owner Mr. J Cornell.
Ms. Cornell was found guilty of a charge under AR.56B in that in the opinion of the Stewards, failed to
declare a share or interest in that runner prior to starting in the Territory.
Ms. Cornell was fined the sum of $300.

